
"Best Indian Restaurants in Durban"

A Beginner's guide to best Indian food in the city.
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Sunrise Chip N Ranch 

"Delicious Rotis"

If you want to treat your taste buds to delicious and flavorful Indian food,

your search ends at Sunrise Chip N Ranch. A takeaway place, it serves an

array of delectable vegetarian and non-vegetarian delicacies, their Triple

Cheese Roti and Vegetable Curry bursting with flavor must definitely be

tried. The local patrons swear by their bunny chow as well. Prompt service

and budget-friendly prices, Sunrise Chip N Ranch is all about convenience

and taste.

 +27 21 689 3250  94 Moses Kotane Road, Overport, Durban

 by ikon   

Mali's Indian Restaurant 

"Taste the Flavours"

Relish in the flavorful spices and the delicious cuisine at Mali's Indian

restaurant with your friends and Family. The restaurant serves authentic

Indian meals out of which their classic Chicken Biryani and the Chicken

Tikka Masala are a few of their most loved dishes and the mains go

amazingly well with their Naans and Rotis. Their special sweet lassi and

the ever-delicious gulab jamuns are a perfect way to end your meal and

end your evening with a happy and sweet note. The restaurant is

furnished with classic furnishings with red and brown color themes and

the woven chairs add a beautiful and cozy element to the traditional vibe

which the restaurant gives.

 +27 31 312 8535  www.malis.co.za/  info@malis.co.za  77 Smiso Nkwanyana Road,

Morningside, Durban

 by avlxyz   

The Little India Restaurant 

"Flavours and Delicacy"

The Little India Restaurant is an intimate restaurant and bar which serves

authentic Indian Cuisine. the place is especially known for its Chicken

Tikka Masala and also south Indian varieties of meals like the Idli Sambar

and the dosas. the interiors of the restaurant are furnished with a

beautiful and sleek decor having grey metallic accents and delightful fairy

lights lighting up the room. Spend a special evening here with your loved

ones and enjoy the delightful sensations of the flavors of India.

 +27 31 201 1121  littleindiarestaurant.co.za  info@littleindiarestaurant.c

o.za

 155 Musgrave Road,

Musgrave, Berea, Durban

Amaravathi Palki 

"Authentically Indian Cuisine"

Encounter the taste of authentic northern and southern Indian cuisine at

this homely restaurant: a classic curry house with quasi-Indian decoration

of velvet and rich colours. The chefs are from India and specialize in

tandoori, kebabs and curries; there is also a large variety of vegetarian

dishes available. Amaravathi Palki is a good place to start with the cultural
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diversity of tastes. There is secure parking at Tinsley House, the entrance

of which is in St Thomas Road.

 +27 31 201 0019  225 Musgrave Road, 1st floor, Tinsley House, Durban
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